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An authoritative contributed volume containing vast knowledge and experience of eminent faculty. The contributors are associated with India’s prestigious medical institution and hence their presentations are the fine synthesis of practical and theoretical knowledge with excellence in ethical approach. The colored operative or clinical case pictures and specimens are mostly operated and/or managed at Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Maulana Azad Medical College and Lok Nayak Hospital, New Delhi, India.

KEY FEATURES

- Excellent handbook for quick preparation of MBBS, MD, MS, DNB and SS/FNB examinations.
- Special highlights are sections on specimens, instruments, and charts for viva, surgical procedures, MCQs and OSCE imperative for a wholesome examination preparedness.
- Colorful illustrations and diagrams further enhance comprehension of the topics.
- It contains commonly asked theory and practical/viva and entrance examination questions.
- Includes 146 chapters along with flowcharts, algorithms and tables.
- This book contains total 1044 MCQs of Obstetrics and Gynecology for complete preparation of NEET-PG or CMSE examination (621 MCQs) and SS/FNB entrance examination (423 MCQs).
- Authors are the faculty of Maulana Azad Medical College and Lok Nayak Hospital with vast academic, clinical experience and expertise in conducting undergraduate and postgraduate examinations.
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